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AVALONIA, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd edition. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Wicca is an initiatory magickal tradition
incorporating both Pagan spiritual philosophies and witchcraft practices, with ceremonial magick.
In doing so it combines magick, mysticism and spirituality into an experiential, practice based
tradition, which works with the divine as both masculine and feminine, emphasising growth
through balance and discipline. It provides a spiritual way of life, constantly growing and evolving,
placing the responsibility for spiritual growth and fulfillment firmly back into the hands of the
individual. This book explores the core practices of the Wiccan Tradition, providing insights on the
symbolism and the ceremonies, including: * The divine feminine masculine, Goddess God * Wiccan
ritual structure * The ritual tools * Planning your ritual * Preparing your temple space * The magick
circle * The Guardians of the Watchtowers * Ritual content (including spells, divination invocation) *
Cakes and wine * Ritual refinements (including the use of visualisation and voice) * Purifcation and
psychic protection * Ritual timing (including lunar, planetary, solar and elemental) * Elemental and
other magickal gestures * Elemental pentagrams and landscapes Circle of Fire - A Practical Guide...
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These types of pdf is the greatest pdf accessible. It is among the most amazing ebook we have go through. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your
time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Cecil Rem pel-- Cecil Rem pel

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III--  Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III
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